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INTRODUCTION
The molecular cloning of three new proteins, 
CD97, EMR1 and its murine homologue F4/80 
with an unusual long N-terminal part and a 
seven-transmembrane region similar to that 
of secretin receptor like G-protein coupled 
receptors (GPCRs) laid the foundation of a new 
type of GPCRs. With the discovery of various 
other proteins with similar characteristics 
a new class was born, the LNB-TM7 (long 
N-terminal extracellular region group B-TM7) 
GPCRs, later renamed into the Adhesion-
GPCR class (1). The extracellular region of 
these non-classical GPCRs often holds various 
protein modules that in other proteins are 
involved in protein-protein interactions and 
cell adhesion. The name Adhesion-GPCRs 
was chosen to represent their potential 
dual role in cellular adhesion and G protein-
mediated signaling. The Adhesion-GPCR class 
consists of 33 genes in man that further have 
been divided into eight groups. They are 
expressed by many different cell types in a 
variety of different tissues and are likely to 
play a role in various different physiological 
processes. Because CD97 is the evolutionary 
oldest and most conserved member of group 
II of Adhesion-GPCRs, the EGF-TM7 family 
(Hamann, unpublished observation), we 
consider it as the archetype of this family, 
which further consists of EMR1 to 4 and 
ETL (2). CD97 has the broadest expression 
pattern; it is the only member of the EGF-
TM7 family which is expressed by all types of 
leukocytes and also has a broad distribution 
outside the immune system, while the EMRs 
are predominantly expressed by immune cells 
of the myeloid lineage (3-5). Next to this, only 
EMR1 and CD97 are both expressed in man 
and mice (6,7). Furthermore, CD97 was the 
first Adhesion-GPCR of which the proposed 
ligand binding capabilities were established. 
More than 15 years ago, CD55 was found to 
interact with CD97, thereby facilitating cell-
cell contacts in vitro (8). Since then, various 
other ligands have been found for CD97: CS 

(chondroitin sulfate) and specific integrins, the 
latter interacting only with human CD97 (9,10). 
EGF-TM7 family member EMR2 also binds CS 
and an unidentified ligand on macrophages 
and activated neutrophils is proposed to 
interact with EMR3 (9,11). The identification 
of various ligands that bind at different parts 
of the extracellular domain of CD97 led to the 
development of ligand-blocking antibodies 
and various other tools to study the function 
of CD97 in humans and mice. Although 
much has been learned from these studies, 
still a lot of open questions remain. For 
instance, our knowledge about the presumed 
signaling capacity of CD97 is limited because 
overexpression of CD97 in various reporter 
cell lines did not show any signs of induced 
G protein associated signaling cascades nor 
did ligand interaction (12). Fortunately, due 
to studies with CD55-deficient mice, we have 
been able to show effects of ligand binding on 
the cell surface expression of CD97 described 
in chapter 5 and 6, proving for the first time a 
functional interaction between an Adhesion-
GPCR and an endogenous (low affinity) ligand 
in vivo. Next to this, a role for CD97 and its 
ligand CD55 in neutrophil homeostasis has 
been proposed by us (chapter 2 and 5).
In this final chapter findings described in this 
thesis are discussed and placed in perspective 
to published data on CD97 and other 
Adhesion-GPCRs.

CD97 EXPRESSION

CD97 expression on immune cells: a 
comparison between man and mice
EGF-TM7 receptors are predominantly 
expressed on immune cells (12). Expression 
analysis of CD97 showed presence on virtually 
all immune cells including hematopoietic stem 
and progenitor cells (Table 1). Human CD97 is 
constitutively expressed at high levels on cells 
of the myeloid lineage and low on resting 
lymphocytes (13,14). However, upon cellular 
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activation of lymphocytes human CD97 is 
rapidly increased (3,4,13,15,16), consistent 
with it being described as an activation-
dependent antigen on lymphocytes (17). 
Furthermore, human CD97 cell surface 
expression is already increased when cells are 
left in culture unstimulated, an observation 
that has been understood only recently (see 
below). For murine T cells the situation is 
somewhat different. No upregulation of CD97 
expression was found when mouse spleen cells 
were activated with PHA, PMA or anti-CD3 and 
analyzed at various time points (18, Veninga 
and Hamann, unpublished observation). In 
contrast, both human CD97 and murine 
CD97 expression is constitutively high on 
granulocytes and can be increased two-fold 
upon granulocyte stimulation (4, chapter 4).
Next to being an activation marker, CD97 is 
also differentially expressed by lymphocyte 
subsets. Naïve murine T cells are virtually 
negative for CD97, but both CD4 and CD8 
effector-memory T cells have significant CD97 
cell surface expression (Veninga, unpublished 
observation). In man, a similar difference is 
found: CD4 memory T cells have significantly 
increased cell surface expression compared 
to naïve CD4 T cells. Remarkably, this was not 
the case for CD8 T cells, from conversion of 
naïve to effector CD8 T cells CD97 expression 

is actually downregulated (16). Furthermore, 
a correlation has been suggested between 
CD97 expression and lymphocyte proli-
feration. Rapidly dividing lymphocytes in 
vivo have high CD97 expression and also 
lymphocytes stimulated to proliferate in vitro 
expressed 5-to-10-fold higher CD97 levels as 
their resting counterparts (16). 

CD97 tissue distribution
The tissue expression of CD97 is rather com-
parable between man and mouse (table 1). 
As expected, lymphoid structures show CD97 
expression, but also resident macrophages 
and dendritic cells and leukocytes infiltrating 
at sites of inflammation express high levels of 
CD97 (chapter 2, 19-21). Next to expression 
on hematopoietic cells CD97 is differentially 
expressed on various subsets of epithelial and 
endothelial cells and both smooth muscle cells 
and fat cells also express CD97 (22,23, chapter 
2). Beside normal tissues, CD97 is found on 
tumor cells of various epithelial tumors of 
thyroid, colorectal, gastric, esophageal and 
pancreatic origin (19,23,24). Interestingly, 
CD97 expression is related to dedifferentiation 
and tumor stage in thyroid carcinoma 
and more intense staining is found on the 
scattered tumor cells at the invasive front 
of gastrointestinal tumors (25). This finding 

Table 1. CD97 expression on hematopoietic cells

Scores are estimates based on flow cytometric and immunohistochemical studies performed by our and other 
laboratories. The amounts of human and mouse CD97 on a certain cell type cannot be compared with each other, 
since the absolute amounts of receptor has not been determined. –, no expression; + to +++, low to high expression. 
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and mouse CD97 different antibodies have 
been generated against the various EGF-like 
domains in the extracellular region, which 
block ligand interactions (Figure 1). 1B2, an 
antibody against the first EGF-like domain 
blocked the interaction of mouse CD97 
with its cellular ligand CD55 in vitro (26). 
1C5, an antibody against the third EGF-like 
domain targets only the larger isoforms of 
mouse CD97 and binds the proposed ligand 
binding site of CS. Human CD97 monoclonal 
antibodies (mAbs) are further discussed 
below. Using the mouse CD97 antibodies 
in vivo would have the potential to unravel 
ligand-dependent functions of CD97, whilst 
with human CD97 antibodies functioning of 
CD97 in in vitro systems can be studied and a 
potential therapeutic value of targeting CD97 
further exploited. 

Recruitment of neutrophils in mice
      Due to the ability to bind cellular ligands 
and the broad expression on virtually all 

might indicate a role for CD97 in the capability 
of carcinoma cells to metastasize. Indeed, 
expression levels of CD97 correlate with 
the in vitro migration and invasion capacity 
of colorectal tumor cell lines. Furthermore, 
overexpression of CD97 stimulated single 
cell motility, increased proteolytic activity of 
matrix metalloproteinases and secretion of 
chemokines in vitro (25).
Overall, CD97 is broadly expressed by both 
innate and adaptive immune cells as well as 
by various subsets of cells outside the immune 
system. This suggests a general cellular 
function for CD97, which is not restricted to 
hematopoietic cells.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM STUDIES WITH 
MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
To study the biological role of CD97 a 
dual approach was used. CD97-blocking 
antibodies were used in conjunction with 
genetically modified mice. For both human 

Figure 1. Cartoon of the EGF-like domains of mouse and human CD97. Shown are the EGF-like domains in the 
extracellular region of mouse (upper figure) and human (lower) CD97. Due to alternative splicing three isoforms with 
different numbers of EGF-like domains exist. Monoclonal antibodies have been generated by us, which specifically 
bind different EGF-like domains, thereby blocking CD97 ligand interactions. For mouse CD97 the interaction with 
chondroitin sulfate still needs to be proven.

human CD97 CD97/1    CD55

CD97/3    ?

1B5          Chondroitin sulfate

mAb

1B2          CD55

1C5          Chondroitin sulfate?

mouse CD97

ligand blockade
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Table 2. Studies performed with antibodies against EGF-TM7 family Adhesion-GPCRs

leukocytes, CD97 has been implicated to play 
a role in leukocyte trafficking. Indeed, the first 
mAb studies using antibodies 1B2 and 1C5 in 
vivo suggested a role for CD97 in neutrophil 
migration. Pretreatment of radioactively 
labeled neutrophils inhibited the homing of 
these cells to inflamed colon in dextran sulfate 
sodium (DSS)-treated mice (26). Subsequent 
studies showed this same robust inhibition of 
recruitment of neutrophils in innate models 
like thioglycollate-induced peritonitis (chapter 
2) and LPS-induced endotoxemia (chapter 3). 
As a consequence, this block in neutrophil 
migration led to decreased immunity against 
Streptococcus pneumoniae infection (26), 
to ameliorated autoimmunity in collagen-
induced arthritis (27,28) and to a blockade of 
IL-8-induced stem cell mobilization (29). 
However, questions arose when CD97-
deficient mice showed absolutely no defect 
in neutrophil recruitment. Furthermore, 
both antibodies showed a similar effect 
on neutrophil trafficking, which was not 
expected by their potential to block different 
ligand interactions (chapter 2 and Figure 
1). Next to this, although CD97 is expressed 

widely on immune cells, it appeared 
that the antibodies were not effective in 
blocking immune cell migration in adaptive 
and local models like DTH (delayed type 
hypersensitivity) or EAE (experimental 
autoimmune encephalomyelitis) (chapter 
3). These questions and plans to utilize CD97 
antibodies for the treatment of human 
autoimmune diseases led us to study the 
mechanism by which CD97 antibody 1B2 
blocks neutrophil trafficking more closely 
(chapter 4). By examining in the thioglycollate-
induced peritonitis model both neutrophil and 
monocyte accumulation, we could show that 
only neutrophil accumulation was inhibited, 
but monocytes accumulated normally 
(Table 2). Intravital microscopy showed 
that 1B2 affected neutrophil extravasation 
prior to adhesion to the endothelium, but 
only when neutrophils themselves were 
stimulated. When studying the effects of this 
specific mAb in circulation during peritonitis 
we observed neutrophil depletion, but 
specifically under inflammatory conditions 
and not when applying the antibody in steady 
state conditions. Using CD55-deficient, C3-
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deficient and Fc receptor g chain-deficient 
mice we could show that the mechanism of 
depletion was solely Fc receptor-dependent 
and was not reliant on the abrogation of CD97-
CD55 interaction (chapter 4). In conclusion, 
the CD97 antibody 1B2 depletes neutrophils 
specifically under inflammatory neutrophil-
activating conditions and this depletion is 
dependent on Fc receptor activation. We 
found no evidence that the activity of 1B2 is 
specific to interference with the function of 
CD97.

In vitro migration of human neutrophils
Next to mAbs against murine CD97, antibodies 
against different domains of the extracellular 
region of human CD97 have also been 
developed (Figure 1). In parallel to the mouse 
antibody studies, we investigated the effect 
of these antibodies on the extravasation 
of human neutrophils in vitro. The activity 
of various mAb against human CD97 on 
capture, rolling and adhesion of neutrophils 
towards TNFa-stimulated human umbilical 
vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) under flow 
conditions was studied (see table 2). Only 
the mAb CLB-CD97/3 against the stalk region 
of human CD97 showed a mild effect on 
neutrophil adhesion and shifted the balance 
between rolling and firm adhesion more 
towards firm adhesion (Kop et al. manuscript 
in preparation). This mAb does not inhibit the 
binding of any of the known ligands for CD97 
in contrast to the other two mAbs tested, CLB-
CD97/1 and 1B5, which block the interaction 
with CD55 and CS, respectively. These data 
suggest that CD97 interaction with CD55 and/
or CS does not play a role in the adhesion 
of human neutrophils. Ligation at the stalk 
region of CD97 however, may alter the ability 
of neutrophils to firmly adhere to inflamed 
endothelium. 
Since the human EGF-family members EMR2 
and EMR3 are also expressed on granulocytes, 
we also tested antibodies against these two 
receptors in the same model of neutrophil 

adhesion under flow (see table 2). The EMR3 
mAb 3D7 showed no effect on neutrophil 
rolling and adhesion (Kop et al. submitted). 
Application of the stalk region-specific EMR2 
mAb 2A1 resulted in a decrease of neutrophil 
adhesion to HUVECs. Within this population 
of adherent cells, we noticed a shift towards 
more firmly adherent cells and less rolling 
cells (H. Veninga, unpublished observation). 
The EMR2 mAb is, like CLB-CD97/3, directed 
against the stalk region of the receptor. Yona 
and colleagues also studied the role of mAb 
2A1 on neutrophil functioning (30). They 
found that 2A1 primes neutrophils thereby 
potentiating the effects of pro-inflammatory 
mediators on these cells. Neutrophils that 
were pre-incubated with 2A1 had increased 
CD11b expression, increased migration 
capability and increased ROS production upon 
cellular stimulation. However, in the flow 
chamber assay 2A1 increased the number of 
firmly adherent cells while it did not affect on 
the amount of rolling cells over stimulated 
HUVECs. The explanation for the differences 
between our results and the findings by 
Yona and coworkers may be explained by the 
methods used for data analysis. In this flow 
chamber assay activated neutrophils are able 
to transmigrate through the endothelial cell 
layer. The analysis program we used does not 
account for these transmigrated neutrophils 
that lie underneath the endothelial cell 
layer and in this way we could have easily 
underscored the amount of adherent 
neutrophils. Although further studies are 
needed, it is clear from this data that the 
EMR2 mAb 2A1 has an effect on neutrophil 
function.

Proliferation of human T cells
As CD97 was shown to be upregulated upon 
cellular activation and on proliferating T cells 
in vitro, a possible role for CD97 in T cell 
responses was studied in an allogeneic T cell 
proliferation model by us. The role of CD97 
interaction with CD55 and CS was studied 
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with mAbs CLB-CD97/1, CLB-CD97/3 and 1B5 
(Figure 1). In the allogeneic T cell proliferation 
model naïve T cells react to g-irradiated 
allogeneic peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells. Kop et al. showed that only antibody 
binding at the stalk region of CD97 inhibited 
the polyclonal activation of T cells in vitro, but 
only by about 15%, indicating that the ligand 
interactions of CD97, CD55 and CS, do not play 
a role in T cell proliferation (16). A completely 
different result was reported by Abbott et 
al. who found that blocking CD97-CD55 
interactions has a potent inhibitory effect on 
proliferation of clonally expanded effector T 
cells (31). The contradictionary outcome of 
these studies may be the result of differences 
in the in vitro assays used. Collectively, these 
data might suggest a differential role for CD97 
in T cell proliferation of naïve versus effector 
T cells, but further research is needed to 
validate these findings.

Antibodies against EGF-TM7 family mem-
bers: conclusions from functional studies 
and therapeutic relevance
The studies described above show both the 
advantages and the pitfalls in using antibodies 
to study the function of cell surface proteins. 
Antibodies are relatively simple to produce, 
can be selected to specifically block ligand 
interaction and work both in vitro and 
in vivo. The downside is that Fc receptor 
mediated mechanisms may interfere with the 
experimental setup. 
From the in vivo studies in mice we have 
learned that CD97 targeting does not 
affect immune cell migration. As shown in 
chapter 3, monocyte recruitment to sites 
of inflammation is not affected by CD97 
antibody treatment. In addition, studies 
with antibodies against the ligand-binding 
EGF domains of human CD97 did not affect 
neutrophil adhesion and transmigration in 
vitro. These findings seem to exclude a direct 
role of CD97-ligand interaction in leukocyte 
trafficking.

Notably, CD97 antibodies effectively induce 
Fc receptor-mediated killing of neutrophils 
under inflammatory conditions and this 
can be held accountable for the reduced 
accumulation of neutrophils seen in the 
various models we studied. For instance, 
antibodies against mouse CD97 ameliorated 
collagen-induced arthritis in mice (27,28) 
and neutrophil depletion has been shown to 
be beneficiary in this model for rheumatoid 
arthritis (32,33). If the mechanism by which 
neutrophils are depleted from circulation is 
antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity or 
phagocytosis remains to be elucidated. 
Monoclonal antibodies are widely used as 
therapeutics in cancer and autoimmune 
diseases. Depletion of malignant and 
pathogenic cells by targeting cell surface 
molecules is one mechanism of action 
for these biologicals. As for therapeutic 
relevance, CD97 might in some cases be an 
interesting antigen to target. We showed that 
targeting murine CD97 leads to the depletion 
of granulocytes via a novel and previously 
unrecognized mechanism. There is a specific 
need for inflammatory conditions; in this way 
unwanted side effects of depleting harmless 
cells at steady state can be bypassed. CD97 
has a very broad expression pattern, but 
in our experimental setup we only saw 
depletion of polymorphonuclear cells. 
Remarkably, antibodies against CD97 are very 
effective in treating mice with established 
arthritis in the collagen-induced arthritis 
model (28). Whether antibodies to other 
EGF-TM7 receptors also deplete granulocytes 
remains to be shown. For instance, EMR1 is 
only expressed on eosinophils (34) and might 
thus be a target for the specific depletion of 
these cells.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM GENETICALLY 
MODIFIED MICE

CD97 and CD55 in neutrophil homeostasis
Three independently raised mice with a 
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targeted Cd97 gene have been studied to 
elucidate the biological role of CD97. Knockout 
mice developed in our laboratory (chapter 2) 
and by the group of Kathleen Kelly (35) have 
been studied in detail at the functional level. In 
addition, we used a Cd97-lacZ knockin mouse 
generated by Deltagen to study the expression 
profile of murine CD97 (chapter 2). Both Cd97 
knockout mice showed no changes in life span, 
weight, size, breeding capabilities and general 
organogenesis. The development of the 
immune system was normal and neutrophils 
were not affected in their migration capacity. 
The only phenotype under SPF (specifically 
pathogen-free) conditions was a mild 
granulocytosis (35, chapter 2). In 40% of the 
CD97-deficient animals an increased number 
of granulocytes in circulation and spleen 
but not in bone marrow was seen (chapter 
2). Interestingly, the same phenotype was 
observed in CD55-deficient mice, albeit 
somewhat stronger. Around 50% of CD55-
deficient animals displayed granulocytosis in 
blood and spleen and also a small increase 
in the number of mature granulocytes in the 
bone marrow was found (chapter 5). The 
weak phenotype made it difficult to pinpoint 
the underlying mechanism, but also hinted 
that the mechanism would be different from 
the migration phenotype of various integrin 
knockout mice (36). We found an increased 
percentage of Gr-1+ cells in cell cycle in the 
bone marrow of both CD55-deficient and 
CD97-deficient mice (chapter 5). These data 
demonstrate an augmented granulopoietic 
capacity when CD55 or CD97 are lost, which 
is likely to be the mechanism behind the 
granulocytosis. Our data leave the question 
how CD97 and CD55 regulate granulopoiesis 
and whether it is the interaction between 
CD97 and CD55 that plays a role in this process. 
Data from CD55-deficient mice that are also 
deficient in C5aR and C3aR suggests that 
increased complement activity is not likely to 
play a role in the granulocytosis. Interestingly, 
Kelly et al. showed that CD97 deficient mice 

had a heightened response to daily G-CSF 
injections, which induces granulopoiesis 
in bone marrow (35). These data may also 
suggest that CD97-deficient mice have 
an increased granulopoietic capacity. In 
conclusion, the interaction between CD97 
and CD55 is likely to play a role in neutrophil 
homeostasis. Further studies need to 
investigate the underlying mechanism in 
more detail.

CD97 and CD55 in rheumatoid arthritis
A role for CD97 and CD55 interaction in 
retention of leukocytes in rheumatoid arthritis 
has been proposed. Both proteins are highly 
expressed in the inflamed joints: CD55 is a 
defining marker of fibroblast-like synoviocytes 
while infiltrating leukocytes express high levels 
of CD97 (20,37-39). As CD55 is a complement 
regulator (40), CD55-deficient mice do worse 
in various models of autoimmune diseases 
due to increased complement activity (41-47). 
To assess the role of CD55 interaction with 
CD97 in arthritis, collagen-induced arthritis 
was studied in both CD55 and CD97 knockout 
mice (48). In contrast with previously studied 
autoimmune disease models, CD55-deficient 
mice displayed significant protection from 
disease activity to the same extent as CD97-
deficient mice. In the K/BxN serum transfer 
model of experimental arthritis, which is 
heavily dependent on complement, CD55-
deficient mice did not show exaggerated 
disease symptoms and CD97-deficient 
mice were protected. These data show the 
importance of the alternative role of CD55; its 
interaction with CD97 might play a role in the 
pathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis.

CD97 in cell-cell contacts
Another piece of the puzzle about the 
function of CD97 comes from an unexpected 
corner. Aust and coworkers developed a 
CD97-transgenic mouse expressing CD97 
under control of the colon-specific villin 
promoter to study the role of CD97 in 
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colorectal tumorigenesis (49). Investigation 
of the inflammation-associated DSS-AOM 
colon cancer model led to the surprising 
finding that CD97 overexpression in intestinal 
epithelial cells offers protection against colitis; 
subsequently these mice hardly developed 
tumors. Due to overexpression of CD97, 
cell-cell contacts were strengthened, which 
likely resulted in increased epithelial barrier 
function and thereby protection against 
DSS-induced colitis. CD97 was shown to 
co-localize with various adherens junction 
proteins as E-cadherin and b-catenin and 
overexpression of CD97 stabilized membrane 
associated b-catenin via a GSK-3b/AKT 
dependent pathway. Notably, in the colon 
epithelium of CD97-deficient mice, adherens 
junctions were weakened. Further research is 
needed to investigate if CD97 is also involved 
in cell-cell contact formation of other cell 
types like for instance hematopoietic cells 
where E-cadherin is also involved (50,51). 
Furthermore, lung epithelial cells express 
rather high levels of CD97 (chapter 2), which 
make them an interesting cell type to further 
study the role of CD97 in adherens junction 
formation.

The function of CD97
These recent findings suggest that CD97 is 
not a molecule required for cell adhesion or 
migration but rather might function a cell-cell 
contact mediator. But putting all these data 
together is still a difficult task: the role of CD97 
in granulocyte homeostasis and rheumatoid 
arthritis clearly depends on interactions with 
CD55 whilst CD97 in epithelial cells appears 
to function without the apparent need for 
ligand interactions. Also, functions in one 
cell type cannot easily be extrapolated to 
another cell type. Epithelial cells need cell-
cell contacts; however, immune cells do not 
benefit from strong cellular contacts like 
adherens junctions but preferentially attach 
in a more transient manner. On the other 
hand, T cells need to maintain longstanding 

contacts with professional antigen presenting 
cells and this affects their activation and 
proliferation. Also, progenitor cells need 
cellular contacts in order to get the right 
signal in the right niche in the bone marrow 
to proliferate and differentiate into specific 
cell types; without proper lodgment in their 
niche this process can become out of balance. 
Even so, inflammatory cells might be retained 
in the joints during rheumatoid arthritis by 
CD97-CD55 interaction. Additional research is 
needed to establish the role of CD97 as a cell-
cell contact mediator.

CD97 PROCESSING
CD97, like all other Adhesion-GPCRs, has a 
long extracellular region with various protein 
domains non-covalently bound to the seven-
transmembrane region due to autocatalytic 
processing at the GPS (2). As ligands bind 
to the extracellular part of this two subunit 
structure one of the major questions in the 
field remains how ligand binding can affect 
receptor function, which most likely requires 
signaling initiated by the membrane-spanning 
domain. CD97-CD55 interactions facilitate 
cell-cell contacts in vitro (8), but no signaling 
events have been demonstrated after this 
interaction. The first direct evidence for a 
functional interaction between CD55 and 
CD97 is described in this thesis (chapters 
5 and 6) and comes forth from studies with 
CD55 knockout mice. When analyzing CD97 
expression on CD55-deficient leukocytes, 
we found increased expression of both the 
extracellular a and seven-transmembrane b 
chain of CD97. Expression of CD97 was found 
to be constitutively downregulated by CD55 
in vivo (chapter 5). By adoptively transferring 
CD55-deficient leukocytes to wild-type mice, 
we could show that the downregulation of 
cell surface expression of CD97 after ligation 
by CD55 occurred within minutes and was 
correlated with increased amounts of soluble 
CD97 (sCD97) in plasma, suggesting rapid 
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Figure 2. Cartoon representing a model of CD97 processing by CD55 involving a 
third factor. CD97 (red) expressing granulocytes and lymphocytes, here depicted 
in circulation, can interact with CD55 (black) bearing cells, here CD55+ endothelial 
cells (blue) and leukocytes (green). We hypothesize that during the interaction 
of CD97 and CD55 a third factor, possibly a protease (scissors), cleaves of the 
extracellular part of CD97. This ectodomain shedding leads to rapid internalization 
and subsequent degradation of the b chain of CD97.

1. CD97-CD55 interaction 2. Rapid ectodomain shedding 3. β chain degradation

CD97

CD97 α chain

CD97 β chain

CD55

protease

endothelial cell

granulocyte

lymphocyte

ectodomain shedding. This ectodomain 
shedding fits with the unique structure of CD97 
and shows that the b chain cannot stay on the 
cell surface without an a chain attached. The 
expression of the b chain is downregulated 
to the same extent as CD97 a chain, which 
suggests a mechanism of internalization and 
subsequent degradation for this part of the 
receptor (chapter 6). It could be possible that 
ligation by CD55 induces a fast intracellular 
signaling pathway, which is shut down by 
internalization and degradation of the β chain. 
Ectodomain shedding often produces a stable 
and biologically active soluble protein which 
allows for signaling at distant sites (52). sCD97 
has been found at sites of inflammation 

like in synovial fluid of inflamed joints of 
rheumatoid arthritis patients (14,20) and is 
increased in serum of mice with collagen-
induced arthritis (28). Human sCD97 has been 
found to promote angiogenesis and could act 
as a potent chemoattractant for HUVECs in 
an integrin-dependent manner, showing that 
sCD97 is still biologically active (10). 
A very important observation was that we 
could not mimic in vitro conditions that 
allowed for rapid downregulation of CD97 
after ligation by CD55. We hypothesized 
that the functional interaction of CD97 and 
CD55 is abrogated ex vivo, possibly due to 
the loss of a third factor that is involved in 
the processing of CD97 (Figure 2). Further 
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research is needed to identify this third 
factor. The most logical explanation would 
be the involvement of a protease, as most 
ectodomain shedding events are mediated 
by either metalloproteases (MMPs) or ADAM 
family members. We further reasoned that 
if a functional interaction is accompanied 
by CD97 ectodomain shedding and inter-
nalization of the 7TM region, this might 
explain why no signaling events after CD97-
CD55 interaction in vitro have been observed 
so far. Also, this would explain why ex vivo 
CD97 is upregulated without the need of 
cellular stimulation. Following this hypothesis 
one could only investigate CD97 signaling 
capacity in a proper in vitro system which 
allows for ectodomain shedding.
In conclusion, these data show that ligation 
of CD97 by CD55 regulates the cell surface 
expression level of CD97 on immune cells via 
ectodomain shedding. Likely, this regulation 
mechanism requires additional factor(s) 
that was/were absent in our in vitro systems. 
Identification of this/these additional factor(s) 
is crucial for further research on CD97-ligand 
interactions.

LESSONS FROM THE ADHESION-GPCR CLASS 

Functional studies
Besides CD97, for five other Adhesion-
GPCRs gene-deficient mice have been 
generated. Some of these mice developed 
dramatic phenotypes (table 3). CELSR3- 
deficient mice die shortly after birth due to 
central ventilation failure and have marked 
anomalies in axonal fascicles indicating a role 
for CELSR3 in axonal development (53). Male 
GPR64-deficient mice suffer from infertility 
due to problems with fluid reabsorbtion 
in the efferent ducts (54). VLGR1-deficient 
mice are deaf due to the lack of connective 
links in sensory hair bundles (55). Finally, 
GPR56-deficient mice suffer from cortical 
malformation due to loss of integrity of the 
pial basement membrane and the inability 

of granule cells to adhere to this membrane 
(56,57). Interestingly, the brain malformation 
that GRP56-deficient mice suffer from is 
similar to the BFPP (bilateral frontoparietal 
polymicrogyria) that humans with a defective 
GPR56 gene develop. Next to their presence 
in mammals, Adhesion-GPCRs are also found 
in invertebrates like Drosophila melanogaster 
and Caenorhabditis elegans and the receptors 
flamingo and latrophilin were shown to 
be crucial for the establishment of tissue 
polarity in these species (58,59). All together, 
these data indicate that Adhesion-GPCRs are 
involved in a variety of cellular processes.
Also various in vitro studies provide insight 
into the functions of Adhesion-GPCRs 
(table 3). EMR2 overexpression increases 
migration and invasion of leukocytes (30), 
and GPR56 overexpression inhibits migration 
of neural progenitor cells (60) and suppresses 
metastasis of melanoma cells (61). BAI1 was 
found to bind phosphatidylserine, an eat-
me-signal for apoptotic cells; overexpression 
of BAI1 increased engulfment of apoptotic 
bodies in both macrophages and fibroblasts 
(62). Very recently, GPR124 was found to 
inhibit endothelial cell proliferation. Normally, 
GPR124 is upregulated at sites of endothelial 
cell-cell contact during the contact inhibition 
phase. Neutralizing GPR124 function by 
blocking antibodies or excess soluble 
recombinant GPR124 blocked the contact 
inhibition of proliferation and endothelial 
cells kept growing in vitro (63). Together, most 
in vivo and in vitro studies propose cell-cell 
contact formation and cellular positioning as 
potential functions of the various Adhesion-
GPCRs.

Ligand binding and receptor processing 
As discussed above, two common features 
are characteristic for Adhesion-GPCR class 
members. Due to the large extracellular 
region with various protein modules, 
interactions with cellular ligands have been 
proposed for the whole class. Up to date, 
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Table 3 In vivo and in vitro phenotypes of Adhesion-GPCRs

for four receptors endogenous ligands have 
been identified and only for BAI1 and CD97 
functional consequences have been linked to 
these interactions (8-10,61,62, chapter 5 and 
6). The second feature is the GPS at which 
the protein is cleaved in an extracellular a 
chain and a membrane-spanning b chain. 
This autocatalytic process occurs in the 
endoplasmic reticulum and has been studied 
in detail for EMR2 (64,65). Ligation of CD97 
by CD55 causes ectodomain shedding and 
consequently sCD97 is found in plasma of 
mice. Interestingly, ectodomain shedding has 
been shown for five other Adhesion-GPCRs, 
i.e. latrophilin, GPR116, GPR124, GPR126 
and BAI1 (66-70). However, different release 
mechanisms have been reported and thereby 
different sizes of the soluble protein produced 
being bigger, smaller or the actual size of 
the a chain. For CD97 there is no data yet 
available on the size of the shedded protein. 
Another discussion point is the requirements 
for ectodomain shedding. It appears that 

latrophilin, GPR124, and BAI1 are shed without 
the need for ligand interaction in vitro and in 
vivo (66,68,70). sCD97, however, clearly needs 
ligation by CD55 in order to be shed from the 
cell surface (chapter 6). Next to this, we also 
hypothesize the need for an additional factor 
as CD97-CD55 interaction was not sufficient 
to process CD97 in vitro. Of note, latrophilin, 
GPR124 and GPR125 also need a factor for 
cleavage. For GPR124 various proteases like 
MMP9 and thrombin have been shown to be 
involved in the ectodomain shedding process 
(68, M. Vallon, Adhesion-GPCR workshop 
Leipzig 2010). Furthermore, the extracellular 
domain of GPR124 appears to be cleaved in 
parts of various lengths, depending of the 
protease present (M. Vallon, Adhesion-GPCR 
workshop Leipzig 2010). Further studies are 
needed to show the involvement of proteases 
in the processing of other Adhesion-GPCRs 
where ectodomain shedding occurs. In 
conclusion, ectodomain shedding is common 
feature of Adhesion-GPCRs; it is however 
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not clear whether different mechanisms of 
regulation play a role in this process and if 
ligand interactions are required.

G protein-dependent and independent 
signaling
G protein-associated signaling is a common 
characteristic of classical GPCRs (71). However, 
despite their resemblance to secretin GPCRs, 
there is only scant evidence for actual G 
protein signaling in the Adhesion-GPCR 
class. First evidence for the engagement of G 
proteins came from latrophilin, which could 
be co-purified with Ga0 (72). More recently, 
GPR56 in carcinoma cells was shown to form 
a complex with two tetraspanins, CD9 and 
CD81, and with the G proteins Gaq, Ga11 and 
Gb (73). Another way of studying G protein 
involvement is the overexpression of GPCRs 
in cells that contain reporter constructs giving 
rise to luciferase activity after activation 
of various transcriptional elements. When 
overexpressing GPR56 in HEK293T cells 
the transcriptional activity of SRE (serum-
responsive element) and NF-kB-responsive 
element were increased in a Rho-dependent 
manner, which indicates the involvement of 
Ga12/13 in the signaling pathway of GPR56 
(60). The use of such luciferase reporter 
assays in studies with full length CD97 
overexpression has not been successful in 
identifying any G protein-linked signaling 
pathway induced by CD97 (12). 
Next to inducing G protein-coupled 
intracellular signaling pathways, an increasing 
body of evidence is present showing G 
protein-independent pathways are being 
employed by Adhesion-GPCRs. Recently, 
BAI1 was shown to interact with ELMO, in 
complex with DOCK180 and Rac, which 
together form a conserved signaling module 
for promoting internalization of apoptotic cell 
bodies (62). In addition, BAI1 but also GPR124 
and GPR125, have a PDZ-binding domain 
in their cytoplasmic tail, allowing them to 
interact with the PDZ domain-containing 

proteins DLG, PSD-95 and ZO-1/2 (74,75). 
Interestingly, the cytoplasmic tail of CD97 was 
recently identified as the interacting site for 
the PDZ domains of DLG-1 (Schweizer United 
States Patent 6942981 2005). Next to this, 
CD97 and b-catenin were shown to directly 
interact in epithelial cells (Aust, Adhesion-
GPCR workshop Leipzig 2010). In CD97- 
overexpressing epithelial cells CD97 stabilized 
b-catenin in a GSK3b/AKT-dependent manner 
(49). Of note, CD97, b-catenin and DLG-1 are 
localized at cell-cell junctions and needed for 
adherence junction formation (49,76,77). The 
functional consequences of these interactions 
need further investigation, but these data 
suggest that various Adhesion-GPCRs may 
apply G protein-dependent and independent 
intracellular pathways. A common concept for 
the signaling of Adhesion-GPCR, however, still 
needs to be developed.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In classical GPCRs signaling occurs via a 
conformational change of the receptor due 
to ligand binding (71). Most likely, Adhesion-
GPCRs use different mechanisms to induce 
signaling, as endogenous ligand binding 
has not been shown to induce signaling. 
Although steady progress is being made, still 
a lot of questions need answering. In our 
studies we mainly focused on the role of 
CD97-ligand interaction and these studies 
show that ligands like CD55 constitutively 
regulate the expression level of CD97 
via ectodomain shedding of the a chain. 
Transgenic overexpression of CD97 might 
suggest that CD97 is self-signaling and does 
not require receptor occupation. Does this 
mean that ligands primarily act as regulators 
of receptor availability? Or do they remove 
the extracellular region to produce possibly 
two active forms of the Adhesion-GPCR? 
Do all class members have endogenous 
ligands? Next to questions about the ligation 
of Adhesion-GPCRs, we still have only scarce 
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evidence for both G protein-dependent as 
well as independent signaling. Do Adhesion-
GPCRs actually stimulate or inhibit cell 
signaling? Is there a need for processing at the 
GPS and subsequent ectodomain shedding 

for signaling? Can shedded ectodomains be 
biologically active at distant sites? Future 
research hopefully will answer these and 
many other questions about this intriguing 
and unique class of receptors.
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